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              Our art studio's free booklet..
        “Tell The Sorrow Joy”   “A Primer:
       Standup Storytelling For Freedom”
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
   Actual Fist-Fighting
   In American Politics In Recent Times
   Political analysis by SRiley.

Actual fist-fighting, actual bone to bone and 
blood smeared to blood, duck and dodge, the 
magic place where projectiles and blades 
currently violate the existing rules      but..

Fingertips  may find their way to eyeballs 
  accidentally,   Nowadays in USA. politics,
 heart-attacks   may occur accidentally etc,
 fist-fight rules currently convene on the sub-
official level, and usually, tho not always,  
OUT OF STYLE  nowadays
for the news coverage,

It's not the  OLD FISTFIGHT DAYS
               of   TAMMANY HALL, NYC. of yore,
                         the gangs of new york
  and the organized brigades of brawling cops
  and firemen, with Civil War service later.
You may remember from your school books.
Yes, those particular fistfight days are gone.
But, well....

   Your school books undoubtedly said
   that was unusual.    And of course it's not.

Trump's Nazis they aint joking.  No rules, 
sticks and iron bars and stones, flaming gas 
has been seen, run you over with a car 
sometimes.  Army guns with mass casualties
time after time after time after time after 
time after time.    Just  like the
weak little Punky Sht-Az Pss-Punk Punks 
they are. Trump's Nazis. At demonstrations,
prowl for you in the dark if you walk alone.
From an Army soldier view, probably a 
Spent Force but absolutely still on the field.

THE COPS,  Rent-A-Pigs must obviously be
included.  They've got their own rules, really 
special Lucky Card Game of rules both
Written and Unwritten.  Somehow the
Cops' Unwritten rules are always Trump's.
Cops always win.  Brutal handcuffs, brutal 
ride to brutal lockup, show trial, got a record 
now, brutal prison and/or brutal deportation.
Death in custody?  Look at 'em kinda cross-
ways and some can shoot you dead, even with 
a camera looking too.

Thank Gd for independent Legal Aid.
Is the local Legal Aid phone number in your 
pocket?  Should be.  When a USA. Cop does
NOT win, it makes headlines like the 2nd 
Coming of our savior Christ.
Can I hear Amen?

I have noticed something up above..  I said 
that I was offering you an “Army Soldier's 
View”.   In the paragraph before last.

I have such a view, an Army veteran grunt 
soldier medical corpsman Corporal's, and 
there's a lot that I should tell of the potential 
fighting MAYBE obviously coming in “USA. 
Homeland” battlefield near you, me Pacifist. 
It's not directly on our topic here, but I will 
greatly summarize.        One paragraph..

In Political Studies there's a thing I'm calling 
“Riley's Dictum” which I publish here for the
first time.  Actually, this is my answer to a 
question many scholars are asking about your 
local USA. Homeland Battlefield....
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Will the soldiers shoot you in the street?
I am thinking that they won't, mostly.
Because they are too exhausted - by these
utterly abnormal and extraordinarily insane 
Endless Empire Wars -       {+ Look!  “endless”
    said SO BLANDLY, the drunks now actually
     thinking there is a new Natural Law,  called
     Impervious Magnetism...  Immortal Empires
     alchemically sustain Stupidity Forever, for
     when your Generals all sell Soul for Money,
     a wonderful Capitalist magic blooms.         +}
No, US. combat troops may be too exhausted
to go out in the street and shoot.  MOSTLY.  
There's my Dictum offered here for you.

But still, there's whole big sht-loads of USA. 
troops, of many obscure different uniforms and 
badges, hanging about in Homeland,
on-call but poorly fed.  Your local College 
ROTC. Cadets may be called by a Governor,
called to loaded arms against you.  But I am 
thinking Soldiers' food mutinies likely.

Now back to actual brawls in US. Politics...
The Famous 2000 Goon Invasion.   Supreme 
Court case of Bush v. Gore got decided by a 
Goon Platoon with fists and sticks besieging 
one Florida polling place.  The polling people 
fled without a recount done.  Supreme Court 
nodded their almighty approval, anointing
President Baghdad Butcher Bush.
You should remember this incident.

Some people say it's common knowledge
- you should know this too -   It's known by 
ALL the activists here, fellow workers in a 
campaign dear to me.  (Candidate's initial's a 
letter before C but i should not right out say.)  
Ie.. These friends are, increasingly,
   PHYSICALLY ASSULTED  by  GOONS
   paid and sent by the Billionaire Faction
   of a party called democratic.

Yeah,  ALL THAT …..  BUT  HERE'S
                        A STRONG PACIFIST WAY
             TO FIGHT BACK !!!
     A Strong Pacifist Way To Fight Back !!!
   Storytelling For Freedom !!   YOU!!!

   Familiar to us now from the Me Too
   Movement, Occupy General Assembly,

   But to be precise, psychologically this is
   a “Jungian”  method, PERMANENT
   transformation directed, similar in
   its Jungishness to the worldwide...
   Truth  & Reconciliation, our ideal,
       per the peace of N,Ireland,  S.Africa,
       Rwanda, etc. etc. etc.  Storytelling for
       you in intent and method similar to that.
       Tried and true, but maybe unfamiliar.

    Pacifist Discipline gives ways to fight back
    and here's one where your skills could
    probably benefit from some
          expert free coaching.  in the
           private fun & security of your home.
            The tiny Free Download site where
you download their big 18-page Pep Talk & 
Instruction book, for Freedom Storytelling,
when you open its download site, there is an 
old-line piece of hand-coded professional-
grade guerrilla software engineering,
      (Bare nekkid code.  Anonymous, no
        obligation.  Our  Art Studio's motto..
        NO MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
        Bc. It's a Free Grab.                             )

Web address.. www.stoneriley.com/yyyyy
    A poetry project opens.  Look down.
    Some spooky dmb sht graphic art heading.
    External links section, sites with curious
   names,  2 pictures you click, stuff jumps
   open,  Under that a Synopsis with Tolkien,

Glance down just a little more,  And there's 
the Free Downloads list. 
       You want the First Item.   This poetry
       project's Free Download top item #1..

          Tell The Sorrow Joy    A Primer:
        Standup Storytelling For Freedom
And the top Description Comments line, under
the bold Booklet Name, on our top-ranked 
download, says...

   “This one here is the FLAG BOAT
      of our Peace Revolution flotilla.”
                       Friend, Peace be upon you.
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